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Brief: Amarion’s article was inspired by a lesson on magnetism in the science lab and a wide selection of research materials available in the library.

Magnets can either attract or repel other magnetic objects. When magnets attract they pull objects closer. When magnets repel they push objects away. Magnets have an invisible

A magnet can attract certain metals, but magnetic powers don’t work all of the time. You see not everything is attracted to magnets. You could try all day to stick a magnet to a tree but it just won’t work. Because wood is not magnetic. There are many other examples of non-magnetic materials. Glass, plastic, rubber, silver, and titanium are examples. They do nothing for magnets. Only certain metals like iron and nickel are magnetic. Magnets and magnetic materials stick together through thick and thin!
A magnet has two sides: positive and negative. They are also called the North pole and South pole. For example, a bar magnet has a pole on each end. A horseshoe magnet has a pole on each tip. If you cut a magnet in half, each separate piece still has two poles. Opposite poles are attracted to each other. The North pole of one magnet pulls on the South pole of another magnet. Poles that are alike repel each other by pushing each other away! It can be nearly impossible to make two like poles touch each other.
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